
KAZO® (卡滋屋)



KAZO®   established in 
Singapore since 2017, 
a collaboration with Nichifu 

 in Taiwan, Taichung City. 
Our ingredients are specially flown 
in from Taiwan regularly to uphold 
the standard and taste of 
its Taiwanese counterparts.

Nichifu has been a very successful 
brand in Taichung, with 14+ outlets 
in the city. We are famous for our 
quality pastries; many positive 
reviews and results have proven 
the joy we brought to our fans. 
Over at Kazo, our vision is to 
create a balance of flavours that 
complement each other which 
will please your taste buds, and 
the mission is to have you coming 
back for more.

OUR
STORY



KAZO
SIGNATURE
PRODUCTS

Kazo Polo 卡滋屋波羅

Cheese Tart 卡滋屋乳酪撻

Crispy Cream Puff 卡滋屋脆皮泡芙

Dacquoise 卡滋屋經典漢堡

Kazu Kazu 卡滋屋卡滋棒

Kazo Sun Biscuit / Pineapple Tart

卡滋屋太陽餅 / 卡滋屋菠蘿撻



For Personal Events, 
Corporate Events 
& Weddings

STATION

KAZO
LIVE



LIVE STATION
PACKAGES

(Price quoted are in nett dollars)

Minimum Order:
200pcs (Mix & Match)

We Provide: 
Transportation/Delivery/ 

Setup & Decoration/ Live Chef & Assistant

Table Size:
(L)1830 x (W)760 x (H)740mm

Services 
Charge: S$200



KAZO POLO
卡滋屋波羅 - $3.00/PC

Our Kazo’s Polo exemplifies the perfect union between 
Japanese intricacy and Danish baking style. Encapsulated within 
a freshly baked flaky croissant, the moist and smooth filling 
gives the treat a mouth-watering combination of textures and 
flavours that harmonises beautifully with each other.

Flavour: Hokkaido Cream, Chocolate Cream 
Special Flavour: Golden Lava (Additional S$0.50/pc)



CRISPY CREAM PUFF
卡滋屋脆皮泡芙 - $2/PC

Kazo Crispy Cream Puffs is a work in itself. Having taken years 
to perfect the puff, it prides itself in its signature crispy and 
crunchy texture coupled with a soft and tender inside. The soft 
filling will melt in your mouth at first bite and it’ll only be harder 
to resist your cream puff temptations.
Served in munch sizes, there is no better snack on the go and its 
popularity is its very own testament.

Choice of Two Flavour: Hokkaido, Chocolate & Matcha Cream 
Special Flavor: Halzenut, Caramel, Raspberry
(Upon Request – Additional S$0.20/pc)



KAZU KAZU
卡滋屋卡滋棒 - $3.50/PC

Crunchy to the bite, the hollowed-out crust is light and fluffy, 
pairing it perfectly with the generous, flavourful filling. Opt for 
Chocolate if you want something more intense - the authentic 
cocoa taste finds the balance between sweet and bitter in 
seamless fashion.

Choice of Two Flavour: Hokkaido, Chocolate & Matcha Cream 
Special Flavor: Halzenut, Caramel, Raspberry
(Upon Request – Additional S$0.20/pc)



CHEESE TART
卡滋屋乳酪撻- $3.30/PC

Simplicity at it’s best. Any baker worth his salt should be able to 
execute the basics flawlessly, and Kazo’s Cheese Tart represents 
just that. With a crumbly crust and hearty dollop of cheese that 
tantalizes the tastebuds, this innovative reinvention of an old 
school classic is sure to please the child in all of us.

Flavour:  Choice of Signature Original, Chocolate, Matcha



DURIAN CREAM PUFF
貓山王榴蓮泡芙 - $2.80/PC

Our Durian puffs are the perfect bite-sized heaven for durian 
lovers! Our pastries are backed to perfection which results in a 
soft and crispy outer layer. The filling is filled to the brim with 
real Mao Shan Wang durian. As you sink your teeth into our 
durian puff, you can feel the strong burst of flavour that will 
melt amazingly in your mouth.



As much as we would love to be halal 

certified, we faced a challenge as all our 

products are produced from Taichung 

which is flown in on a regular basis. 

However, we have a strict procurement 

work flow which we ensure that no 

pork or lard is used in the preparation 

of Kazo Products for the well being of 

our Muslim Customers.

NO PORK

NO LARD

NO PORK
NO LARD



+65 8877 7783

hello@kazo.sg

www.kazo.sg

kazosingapore

CONTACT US



THANK
YOU


